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BIG SHOES TO FILL  by Judge Victor Fleming

Across
1 Marina structure
5 Blow gently
9 Bulgarian or Croat
13 ___ fide (genuine)
14 Light bulb, in comics
15 Get closer, with a camera
17 Start of oft-misquoted Matt. 7:1
20 Something additional
22 However, for short
25 Calligraphy need
26 '60s Pontiac muscle car
27 Nancy Reagan, ___ Davis
28 ___ Bros. (“Casa Blanca” studio)
30 ___ Sera, Sera
31 Puts into type
32 Active
33 Throat
35 2000 rom-com starring Donal Logue, directed by Jenniphr Goodman
39 $100 bills, slangily
40 Valentine decoration
42 Sampras of the court
43 NEA ad, maybe
46 “The Wizard of Oz” setting
47 Wilder’s “___ Town”
48 Golf ball’s platform
49 Raggedy doll
50 “___ Beso” (1962 Paul Anka hit)
51 Darwin’s “The ___ of Species”
53 Hospital area for patients about to have surgery
55 1938 Bertolt Brecht play about the life of a 17th-century astronomer (Ger.)
61 “The Man with the Golden Gun” actress Adams
62 Many a mall rat
63 Pops, as a question
64 Sporty trucks
65 Polio vaccine discoverer

Down
1 Lunch with Peter Pan, perhaps, familiarly
2 Debtor’s note
3 Last word in movies?
4 Go bananas
5 Cold season
6 Enhance with decorations
7 Greek-salad topper
8 Do lacy thread work
9 He played Goldblume on “Hill Street Blues”
10 Thin slat
11 “Tennis, ___?”
12 Part of ROY G. BIV
16 Some Degas subjects
18 Some witnesses
19 Monopoly assets
22 Bygone Intl. carrier
23 “… why ___ thou forsaken me?”
24 Sports MD’s specialty
26 Large bays
29 Sibling’s daughter
30 Recruiter’s goal
31 17th century painter Jan
33 Mother ___
34 Grain alcohol
36 Add, as an exhibit to a pleading
37 Flower vessel
38 Blocks of time
41 Chicken general?
42 Places for swimming
43 Cry of discovery … and town in 46-Across
44 Chickasaw and Choctaw
46 Works on, as dough
48 Colors slightly
49 Debate
52 Nerd or dweeb equivalent
53 High-school jr.’s ordeal
54 Fruit centers
56 Ostrich’s cousin

61-62 2000 rom-com starring Donal Logue, directed by Jenniphr Goodman
63-64 1938 Bertolt Brecht play about the life of a 17th-century astronomer (Ger.)
65 Polio vaccine discoverer

Answers are found on page 40.
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